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 In our last newsletter I commented on the significant changes in plantings 

over the last 10 years per Citrus group. The expected shift and supply peak 

to Lemons and Mandarins is happening, while we continue to see the 

steady decline in Orange, (mainly Navel) and Grape fruit. In, phone calls, 

workshops, meetings, the constant thread is; “what should I plant”. What is 

clear is that there is no new ‘Flagship’ on the horizon. Nadorcott or Tango, 

are a hard act to follow, they tick the boxes; production, external & internal 

appearance, post harvest etc. Growers are wanting options out of these 

production peaks, but expect the same characteristics. The earlier window 

periods in soft citrus are filled by Satsuma, Nova and Clementine. Growers 

should instead be looking to improvements against early varieties instead. 

Using a score sheet such as the one below, we could start comparing po-

tential improvements to these older mandarins with the many new options 
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Looking for improved characteristics to the old Flagships 
There are many characteristics needing improvement in the cultivars we currently plant, such as , Satsuma, Clemen-

tine, Nova, Star Ruby, Navel’s, early Valencia’s I won’t list them all in this newsletter 

but if one starts thinking about : 

SOFT CITRUS: quality, production, ease of production, cost of production, pollination/
seed, maturity windows, etc. as per the score sheet, Post Harvest waste & cold 
steri.etc. 

NAVEL: Quality, Production is a critical issue, ease of production, Packout%, post har-
vest waste. They are a commodity, nothing special. 

GRAPE FRUIT: Again, as above BUT its an older generation fruit, are there sweeter 
cultivars that could make it popular with the young to reinvent the Grape fruit? Are 
there safer low furanocoumarin cultivars for people taking certain medication?  

Improvements are required, not only in characteristics but profitability also, so a seedless lemon that gives half the 
crop of Eureka, must give sufficient premium to make up the lost 
production. 

These are some of the questions to ask when scoring a New cul-
tivars against the older currently available ones.  

Other criteria; New Varieties will not have the same historical 
post harvest and market data, so one also needs to decide on 
the risk you are prepared to take in planting a new cultivar that 
ticks most boxes, but without long term data of post harvest and 
market demand. 

What is important is you need to score cultivars objectively. 
These are arguably more important decisions than the Tractor, 
the Spray machine or Crop treatment you decide on. They need 
as much if not  more thought, research, and inputs from your 
team and consultant advice as the other components of your 
business. They ARE the foundation on which you build your busi-
ness and they will probably out survive the machinery. 

Florida C4-15-19: I was impressed by this sweet, early, seedless, 
Clementine like cultivar bred at Florida University, CREC, on a visit in 
2013. C41519 appeared to have potential improvements on Clemen-
tine and Nova. CGACC imported it and it has been cleaned and 
passed through Quarantine. First evaluation trees were Top worked in 
Dec 2017 in the East Cape Midlands. 

The first fruit on these trees was evaluated in April; (see below ripen-
ing comparisons). Although the trees are juvenile and very vigorous, 
we were able to see the characteristics we were looking for. Com-
pared to adjoining Nova trees top worked the same day, the C4 fruit 
were clearly earlier, even earlier than similar aged Oroval Clementine. 
Fruit is attractive and firm and at time of writing the last fruit 
were being degreened for evaluating final ripening colour. The 
variety has a quarter Minneola in it, so expect it to have good 
colour. The trial site is surrounded by Nadorcott orchards, 
therefore heavy pollination pressure. The fruit were however 
completely seedless which is another box ticked. In compari-
son to Clem and Nova the variety peels easily. It is firmer than 
Clementine, but opens easily at the calyx end and the entire 
peel is removed easily, better peeling than Nova. Another im-
provement. The fruit has oil while peeling which is expected 
for juvenile trees. In Florida this isn't an issue as trees mature. 
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On the horizon; looking for improved options of old varieties. 

Clemensoon: Earliest Clementine, ripening with Satsuma, this variety gives growers the opportunity to plant Clemen-
tine instead of Satsuma. Oronules follows about 3 weeks later. Orange interstocks are critical. 

Lee x Nova: USDA 88-2:An early season seedless Nova-like mandarin. The fruit is Clementine sized, 
easy to peel  with rich, sweet flavour and juicy. It is seedless in all conditions and does not pollinate other 
varieties. 

Florida 900: earliest of the Florida cultivars, ripening 3 weeks before C4-15-19 in mid Satsuma window. In 
comparison to Fallglow, (Florida’s earliest mandarin), it has a ratio of 14 when Fallglow is only 7. 

Florida C4-15-19: See previous page: showing improved characteristics on early soft Citrus, Nova and Clem. 

RBB-7-34, Mandorange: a potential improvement on the Navel. 

 Mandarin X Orange, a round Navel like seedless orange , 

 Deep orange rind colour.                

 It has outstanding flavour with better brix and acid than Na-
vel.  

 RBB-7-34 has shown some tolerance to HLB in trials in 
Florida.  

RBC-01 : Low seed irradiated Furr mandarin. (Clementine x Murcott), Mid season Mandarin, out-
standing internal quality of Murcott with good production and to date showing only 12 seed per 100 
fruit in pollinated trial site. 

Kinsei: a mid season high quality mandarin, selection of Dekopon from Brazil, selected for heat tolerance. Probably 
the finest eating Mandarin. Ripens before Late Mandarin selections during Navel season. 

Local mutations Soft Citrus: CGACC manages several locally discovered Nova and Clemen-
tine varieties. We are currently trialing, 2 early Nova and 4 early and 1 late Clementine 

Local mutations Navel: CGACC manages several early  and Late Navel. The early navels, 
Ripen with Fukumoto, Lina and Newhall, but colour up uniformly, rounder and more closed Na-
vel ends. “Addo Early”, “Sunrise early”. DeWet navel, later than Washington, has a virtually 
closed navel end, resulting in minimal waste and sanitation due to minimal FCM, Alternaria and 
Mielie bug infestation in the Navel end. Several Late discovered selections are in evaluation and 
looking promising. Lazy Boy with good production, Suitangi and Caloma. 

Local Mutations Valencia: CGACC manages a range from the earliest Va-
lencia’s, midseason, and early to late seedless cultivars.  

The Earliest, TS Early; colours some 2-3 weeks earlier than Turkey, is 
looking extremely promising and gives the Valencia grower potential to 
spread the season from even earlier than Turkey. Rind is smoother than 
Turkey and better colour, while internals colour a deeper orange which is 
promising for early entry into processing. Internals are very good with 2-3 
seed. Productivity is also promising. The first trial site top worked in a 
Midknight orchard has had 3 good crops in a row and probably bears too 
heavily due to the Midknight Gibb sprays applied. The variety probably 

doesn't require this crop manipulation. The variety is now certified clean and is being multiplied at the Foundation 
block, (CFB). 

CGACC also manages a range of earlier to late seedless Valencia’s 

Ngonini Early, a mutation branch from Delta ripens 3-4 weeks earlier than Delta, it has all 
the characteristics of Delta and daughter trees from the original mutation branch show the 
same cropping/production as Delta. Ngonini is now certified disease free and is being multi-
plied for trials at the CFB.  

Beli Valencia, also seedless with smooth rind and good internals ripens after Ngonini has 
also come through Clean-up and in evaluation, looking very promising.  

RBC 01 



McLean Seedless, the latest of the seedless range continues to show good results in evaluations and 
is commercially available.  CGACC has a range of normal Valencia which will be included in the next 
Newsletter when the later evaluations have been completed. 


